The title compound was prepared as reported in [1] . The design and synthesis of receptors for the development of fast estimation, removal and separation techniques for the target guests has drawn immense attention of the supramolecular chemists [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Discussion
During our studies on the development of silver selective ionophores, it has been found that the title compound does both, extracts and transports Ag + picrate selectively than Pb 2+ and other metal ions [sel.ext (Ag + /Pb 2+ ) = 564, sel.^nsp (Ag + /Pb 2+ ) = 80] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Its 1 C-NMR spectrum shows more than one signal for each C atom, it may exist as a mixture of two isomeric structures or may have a highly unsymmetrical structure with two unidentical * Correspondence author (e-mail: geeta.hundal@angelfire.com)
halves. This high silver selectivity and an interesting 13 C-NMR spectrum prompted us to investigate the X-ray crystal structure of the compound. Final structure of the molecule and its numbering scheme is shown in the figure. All the bond lengths and bond angles are normal. Group of atoms N1.N2, N3, S1 and S2,02,03, S1 form two approximate planes (mean deviation 0.07( 1 ) Â and 0.11 ( 1 ) À, respectively). Dihedral angles between these planes is 73( 1 )°. Thus the macrocycle offers a L shaped cavity with seven potential donor atoms. All the three aromatic rings are planar (mean deviation < 0.01 Â) and the interplanar angles between pyridine and the phenylene ring A (C7 to C12) and Ring Β (C19 to C24) are 6.8° and 42.8°, respectively. Ring A is almost parallel whereas ring Β is rotated with respect to the pyridine ring. Torsion angles on both sides of the pyridine ring are similar except for rotations about amide nitrogen and the aromatic carbons carrying this group. C6-N2-C7-C12 is anti but C25-N3-C24-C19 is gauche, at the same time C6-N2-C7-C8 is almost syn but C25-N3-C24-C23 is more towards being anti. This rotation about N3-C24 takes ring Β out of plane with the pyridine and ring A. The chain containing one 1,4-dioxa unit and two 1,4-thiaoxa units is in an extended conformation. The torsion angles sequence for the chain starting from the bond C7-C12 to C19-C24 may be written as oggag-g-gagga. A comparison of these with the torsion angles in crown ethers shows that all the three torsion angles about C-C bond alternate between + and -gauche but only half of the C-C-O-C and C-C-S-C are anti. Crown ethers exhibit all angles about C-C as gauche and those about C-O as anti [11] . This is probably due to the rigidity at the two ends of the thia-oxa chain. The torsion angles around 02 and 03 show that the lone pair of 02 is pointing towards the cavity but that of 03 is projected outwards. This indicates a possibility of intramolecular Η-bonding interactions for 02 and intermolecular for 03. The non-bonding S-S distance is 6.5 Â. Both the amide nitrogens are involved in intramolecular Η-bonding. N2 acts as a double donor and gives rise to a bifurcated Η-bond between pyridine nitrogen Ν1 and S1. Similarly N3 donates a Η-bond to Ν1 and 02. This involvement of amide hydrogens in Η-bonding justifies the downfield shift of these protons in 'H-NMR. Thus both of these hydrogens point inwards the cavity and the lone pairs of amide nitrogens pointing away from the cavity, are not available for the coordination to the metal ion. The packing of the molecule shows some important intermolecular C-H O interactions. A plot of d versus θ was made to evaluate these weak C-Η-O bonds [12, 13] , The roughly inverse θ-d correlation in the plot is characteristic oí Η-bonding interactions. As predicted above, 03 has been found to be involved in the intermolecular Η-bonding and 02 forms only intramolecular Η-bonds. Various D, d, θ and φ values lie within the range found for such interactions and they also span much wider ranges of angles and distances than the closely grouped strong H-bond.These interactions are significant in forming a three dimensional network of molecules in the crystal structure. There also exist a face to face π-π interaction (3.74( 1 ) A) between the pyridine and the phenylene ring A of the two symmetry related molecules. 
